The Importance of Strong

Cyber Security in
Industrial Environments
As equipment and processes become more interconnected,
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the critical importance of comprehensive cyber security

harm to the system. Industrial environments may not be

policies in industrial environments.

uniquely vulnerable to cyber attacks, but the impact of an
attack can extend well beyond the industrial plant itself.
This is especially true for facilities that provide a service to
the public, such as an electrical substation, which is why
security considerations should never be an afterthought.
Consider the importance of cyber security in a water
treatment plant. In February 2021, a malicious individual
hacked into a such a facility in Florida that was responsible
for supplying water to approximately 15,000 people

Electric utilities can be
affected by cyberattacks
across the whole value chain1
- McKinsey & Company
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Once inside an industrial environment, hackers may target

productivity and unscheduled downtime can have lasting

any number of critical systems. Depending on the facility,
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of service degrades. In the case of service providers,
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incorrect values, causing unnecessary shutdowns or
equipment failures.

Unfortunately, simply acknowledging that strong cyber
security in industrial environments is crucial is not nearly

A cyber attack can have a direct financial impact as well as

enough to prevent malicious attacks from happening. On

cause damage to equipment or infrastructure. Reduced

top of that, industrial facilities often face major hurdles
to securing their facilities including a lack of funding and
inadequate training for on-site personnel. Hackers use
several techniques to gain access to sensitive systems

48% lack
adequate
funding2

and networks, which is why a comprehensive approach
that limits as many access points as possible remains
crucial. Here are some common weaknesses exploited by
malicious individuals to gain access to critical systems.

- Deloitte &
Touche LLP
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Lack of Trained IT Personnel
Underfunded facilities struggle with the use of outdated, unsecured equipment
and their financial shortcomings can also cause personnel shortages in key areas,
including IT. It is not uncommon for only one or two IT professionals to be employed
in an industrial facility. Their day-to-day responsibilities for computer maintenance
and network troubleshooting may leave them with little time to address cyber
security mandates, no matter how critical. In addition, they may lack the proper
certification to understand how to cope with ongoing security concerns. Although
these services could be outsourced to certified professionals, limited funding can
be a roadblock to this strategy.

More than
80% of the
country’s energy
infrastructure
is owned by the
private sector4
- CISA

Inadequate Employee Training

Insufficient Passwords

Beyond IT personnel, other employees throughout a facility

Weak passwords are another common vulnerability

have a crucial responsibility to protect company assets.

exploited by malicious individuals. Passwords that are

A common type of attack, known as “social engineering,”
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includes strategies such as email phishing, malicious email

(such as “admin” or “1234”) can leave systems or devices

attachments, or emails that include web links to viruses

open to intrusion. It is the responsibility of the IT or

which are employed used by attackers to gain access to

operations department to set policies that require strict

sensitive systems. Insufficient training leaves unsuspecting

password requirements. This is especially important for

employees vulnerable to social engineering attacks and

safeguarding key network hardware such as firewalls,

they may be unaware of any negative consequences

managed switches, or servers but is also true for industrial

until it is too late. A lack of funding for training, outdated

systems and equipment, such as SCADA systems or power

anti-virus software, or a company culture that does not

monitoring equipment.

appreciate the serious nature of cyber threats can amplify
the risk of social engineering attacks.
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Introduction of IP-Based Devices
Industrial environments have begun to shift away from sole reliance on industrial
communication protocols, such as Modbus, and have started integrating IPbased devices. This shift has been a result of management and other stakeholders
requiring real-time access to information used for critical facility decisions.
Unfortunately, the increased interconnectivity as come at the expense of
security. Although most traditional industrial protocols are not inherently
safe, their relative obscurity offered a level of “accidental protection” against
casual intrusion. IP-based devices can provide convenient remote access to
critical facility data but can also be a liability if not secured properly.

Cyber threat activity results in unwanted expenses for
organizations, including the costs of ransoms or stolen
funds, losses due to the disruption of operations, the
price of securing and insuring networks, reputational
damage and related loss of customers, and theft of
intellectual property or confidential information.5
- Canadian Center for Cyber Security

Substandard Network Configuration
Attackers also look for improper network configuration settings to gain access
to key industrial systems. Poor network architecture, such as unsecured remote
access, or incorrectly configured firewalls can leave security gaps that can be
exploited by hackers. Industrial environments that lack network segmentation
are at an even greater risk as malicious individuals will also have access to
sensitive industrial control systems. Substandard network administration
practices, such as giving all system users full administrative access or not
providing guest accounts for on-site visitors, can also leave networks vulnerable
to intrusion. Especially for smaller facilities, proper network administration may
be overlooked as being unnecessary and there may not be certified staff to
undertake ongoing management responsibilities.
In addition, outdated network hardware or lack of security applications, such
as anti-virus software, can also leave systems and equipment susceptible
to intrusion. Unguarded systems can be quickly identified and exploited by
attackers looking for an easy path into a sensitive system.
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How to Reduce Cyber Security Risk
One of the most overlooked areas to bolster security is proper employee training. By teaching employees how to
identify phishing attempts or malicious emails, it is possible to help lower the risk of a major cyber security vulnerability.
Often, simple cues such as a mismatched sender and email domain can indicate that a message is not legitimate. In
addition, pausing to get secondary confirmation before transferring any funds or releasing confidential information can
prevent hackers from gaining the upper hand.
It is also important for management to implement standards for strong passwords
and two-factor authentication, when available. Default passwords should always
be changed, and key passwords should be updated regularly and be complex
as well as unique. For critical equipment, such as SCADA systems, two-factor
authentication should be implemented so that both a password and a second
form of identification are used to make changes to the system. This is often a

75% lack
skilled resources3

one-time password (OTP) with a unique code or a physical, USB-type device that
is inserted during login to help prevent outside intrusion. Finally, management

- Deloitte & Touche LLP

should ensure that security measures and user accounts are routinely audited.
Not only should users have an access level appropriate for their position, but old
or unfamiliar accounts should be regularly purged from the system.
Despite high costs or other barriers, proper network configuration can prevent a wide range of attacks from casual
intrusion to more serious, malicious attempts to damage a facility. In cases where on-site personnel are not properly
trained, hiring a certified consultant to make network upgrades and recommendations is essential.
It is important for any facility to identify its key attack vectors so that a detailed cyber security plan can be implemented.
A forward-thinking strategy can help mitigate ongoing threats by pinpointing current weaknesses to help reduce or
eliminate vulnerabilities. By shifting from reactive responses to cyber threats to a proactive, comprehensive approach
to security, industrial facilities can save time and money as well as protect those they serve.
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